KEY FEATURES

Database frontend

View similar to Windows Explorer

Supports filters

Comes with a hierarchical folder structure and tabular view

Is freely configurable

Supports audio and video items
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dira! Highlander
THE MEDIA PRODUCTION COMMAND CENTRE
Look and Feel

Browsing the freely configurable folders is, however, only one way to locate content – the other is a systemwide search. Using a comfortable & distraction-free search form, the user can define a large number of criteria by which to narrow down content.

Of course, wildcard and Boolean operators are fully supported in searching. Using multiple tabs to fill a vast of information into limited display space, the take data card is freely configurable for each customer to customise just the data needed in the search. In the search, the user will automatically have multiple types of take data cards to fit the search results documentation on the type of content it belongs to end each for automatically assign the correct data card upon creation.

Editing Applications

Previewing & processing media content is available either from the take data card or directly from the displayed result list. dira! Highlander will automatically load the correct player for processing the content.

All integrated editing applications fully keep track of the items opened and allow for saving back the work into the dira! database without ever having to export media data to the local desktop. Scheduling items for an all-in-one job by drag & dropping them into the production plan, in case of a last second change, even right into the loaded and active broadcast plan of dira! Cedar Control.

Special Features

A special feature of dira! Highlander is called Multifeed. This enhancement serves as research tool and enables users to access remote dira! systems from their own Highlander application. In dependence of the users’ access rights, it is possible to copy items between two or more dira! equipped radio stations in order to use these items in own broadcasts or to edit the audio material for further use.